hitler slaves
Here are five mistakes in military strategy that both Putin and Hitler made: ● Their decision-making was based on an ignorant, paranoid worldview in which both believed their nations were famously

putin's strategy echoing hitler's mistakes on eastern front
A planned show featuring works by the evil and corrupt has caused outrage, but it asks some useful questions

rick steves: the bavarian background of hitler's eagle's nest
A decade on and a new show featuring the artwork of Adolf Hitler has, for me, brought that dismal vision of broadcasting closer to reality. It was confirmed on Thursday that Channel 4, which,

channel 4's hitler stunt with jimmy carr is a crass, irresponsible disgrace
The great 20th Century writer Sinclair Lewis put it best: "When Fascism comes to America it will be carrying a cross wrapped in a flag." Well, this writer now

and wearing a maga hat!" 'as a child that was quite scary': jewish scots tell of anti-semitic abuse in new documentary
With Columbus Day 2022 having come and gone without a hitch, it's in order to remember when San Antonio Spurs head coach Gregg Poppotch said that celebrating this holiday is the eq

spurs head coach gregg popovich said columbus day is like being proud of hitler
How many biographies of Hitler would be enough for you to understand Hitler? Given the general understanding of the events of World War 2 and the Holocaust most

everyone has, one in-depth
vc titan wants you to know he's been reading a lot of hitler lately
Hitler’s nomination came from a Swedish anti-fascist politician who intended to present it as a satirical criticism of political debate in Sweden. He withdrew it later.

was hitler nominated for the nobel peace prize?
What can Africa learn from the proxy war that the USA and NATO are waging against Russia in Ukraine? To answer this question, first, an examination of this proxy war is necessary. The dominant unl

what can africa learn from the proxy war that the usa and nato are waging against russia in ukraine? by ijabla raymond
If America is systemically racist, why are millions of people — the majority of which are people of color — crossing our borders and risking their lives to live in this land?

gpe tristan: when confronting reality, look at history in its entirety
Audiences will then vote whether or not he should destroy the artworks bought by Channel 4 and created by “problematic” artists, including Hitler, Pablo Picasso, Rolf Harris and Eric Gill.

channel 4 show where jimmy carr can destroy hitler painting 'trivialises' the holocaust, trust says
The short-lived Weimar Republic—which spanned the years after Germany’s defeat in World War I until 1933, when Hitler came to power—has become a paradigmatic example of democratic collapse.

how hitler's enablers undid democracy in germany
A live studio audience will decide whether a painting by Adolf Hitler should be burned with a flamethrower, in a new show from Channel 4, a U.K. broadcasting network. Entitled Art Trouble